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DISCLAIMER  

Content up to now, target group 

This document contains only considerations for CCS and TM/CM currently, associated with the CCS/TM/CM system 

architecture documents released in parallel.  

Operational concepts touch all conceptual levels – from strategic to practical issues. The text is addressed to all target 

groups. For this reason, descriptions may be simplified in some cases and no formal description method is used.  
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1 Editorial information (skip for fast reading) 

• The used terms for process or architecting (like “function” or “operational activity”) are 

based on the working framework in the preliminary “architecting principles” (System 

Architecture Annex 1) of SC5 part 2. They will be optimized when the consolidated SC5 M&T 

framework is released. 

2 Document purpose and target group 

This document sketches a compressed operational picture of the CCS and TMS/CM future. It is 

written for all readers. Technical background is not needed. A basic operational knowledge is being 

expected. 

This vision is intended to be the starting point for the top-down discussion about the operational 

concept. It defines general directions and the ambitions for the future CCS and TMS/CM target 

systems as a discussion basis. It shall set the frame for more detailed discussions in the System Pillar, 

structured along the operational process areas.  

Since the vision is touching several fundamental issues, a purely document-driven review process is 

not recommended. A collaborative discussion process, that will be initiated in the next step, will 

analyse this vision and the harmonisation process more in detail.  

This operational vision was influenced (besides CBO, common business objectives) by the analysis of 

several future operational concepts or approaches of Shift2Rail (e.g., ATO, Moving Block,LinX4Rail), 

existing concept from initiatives (e.g., EULYNX, RCA, OCORA), ongoing enhancement discussions for 

the TSI CCS 2022 (e.g. for enhanced shunting and better support for ETCS Level 3 operations) and 

large railway programs (Target190 in NetworkRail, Digitale Schiene Deutschland in Deutsche Bahn, 

smartrail4.0 and succeeding projects in SBB, Hybrid Level 3 Concept). This document summarizes the 

major operational ideas behind them. 

This document contains only considerations for CCS and TMS/CM.  

Operational concepts touch all conceptual levels – from strategic to practical issues.  
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3 Purpose and structure of this operational vision document 

   This Document 

 

 

 

 

The CBO are generic targets, that were derived from several analysis documents in the sector for 

example in LinX4Rail, ERRAC, OCORA or RCA. In this document the CBO are translated into a 

compressed vision for CCS and TMS/CM from the operational perspective.  

The operational concept describes three different conceptual areas (see also ISO 15288):  

• CONOPS: Concept of operations,  

o Characteristics and requirements from business view 

o Major inter-company interactions on business level 

o Legal concepts and constraints 

o Shared sector and company structures (templates or standard services) 

• CONUSE: Concept how to use the system 

o Concept for the production processes 

o Parameters, constraints, and rules of system usage 

• CONEMP: Concept of employment 

o Asset management processes (plan, build, run, maintain, change, disinvest) 

 

 

4 Operational Vision for CCS and TM/CM CONOPS 

On business level the vision is to make best CCS and TM/CM (traffic Management, capacity 

management) practices available as standardized operational processes, products, planning models, 

target systems, tender specifications, or configuration templates – ready to “download and use”. The 

idea is not “one fits all”, but “a set of strictly standardized configurations (scalability) fits all needs”, 

while every configuration is interoperable with each other and not designed with national or 

company specific features (“borderless”).  

The intention is not to avoid every diversity or competition. These shall be focussed on the services 

and products where they support the competitiveness of the railway system. Analogy: Although 

there is a large variety of “cars” with different price/performance offers, there are “application 

categories” with standard functionalities (trucks, SUV, small cheap automobiles, mobile homes, etc.) 

CBO …mapped to the 
operational vision   

…mapped to detailed 
operational 

improvements 

…mapped to the  
high-level 

system architecture 

Figure 1: OpCon derivation process 
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and highly standardized components from the component industry market, that are used (standard 

tires, batteries, OPC-UA1 based control systems, etc.). This standardisation does not mean that all 

SUV shall have the same price and quality; or that there is only one type of battery or one type of 

fuel for all types of cars. Standardisation shall focus on the right areas and shall allow a reasonable 

bandwidth of solutions per area.   

In the same way the CCS and TM/CM application categories for the railway system types can be 

defined and standardized, based on agreed set of targets, requirements, and functionalities. The 

operational vision for CCS and TM/CM is to change all operational processes on business level, 

production level and asset management level towards a much stronger CCS and TMS/CM production 

based on such “standardized application categories” and standard components (subsystems). This 

means a market change in terms of stronger industrialisation and specialized large-scale market 

services on the long run, depending on the long-term evolution of the rational modularisation. 

Railway asset management organisations will focus more on designing and procuring asset capacity 

instead of designing special systems or maintaining special installations. Overall, a very efficient 

process chain will allow to increase the competitiveness of the Railway system and to implement a 

faster improvement process and better evolvability. 

5 CONUSE vision for CCS and TM/CM 

5.1 Traffic Management / Capacity Management 

Planning and replanning 

Traffic Management and Capacity Management include together three functions: Planning, deviation 

management (for track-bound activities) and incident management (for non-track-bound activities in 

the case of disruptions or accidents). 

TM/CM means to create a long-term to short-term operational plan (production plan) that fulfils 

customer needs in an optimized way, to prepare and let execute the plan, and to predict and react 

on deviations and events with adapted planning or initiated interventions to solve production 

problems. The operational plan describes in very detail all types of track usage (train movements, 

stabling, construction sites, usage restriction areas, etc.).  

This process includes a high work complexity, the interaction between several involved “planning and 

operational partners” (several cross-border/cross-company IM, RU, maintenance departments / 

workshops/ depots, shunting yards, terminals, stations, non-railway planning partners etc.) and a 

large landscape of supervised production aspects like for example the involved train or asset health 

monitoring.  Out of this, at present, large departments are needed to take care of the planning 

 
 

 

1 OPC-UA: see  OPC Unified Architecture – Wikipedia 

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/OPC_Unified_Architecture
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process and its cooperation. The duration of the cooperative planning process can delay solutions for 

the running production for a long time;  

The quality of the plans (resource consumption compared to the fulfilment of customer needs) 

depends on the limit of the affordable coordination between planning partners. Reduced plan quality 

leads to higher production resource consumption, capacity needs or planning reserves 

(infrastructure, but also resources like fleet, work forces, energy, etc.), less robustness and less 

predictability/reliability for the end-customers (passengers and shipping agents). The replanning 

process in the case of production deviations (called “disposition” today) takes too long and in every 

minute the negative impact of the deviation grows. The response time for long-range deviations on 

freight corridors can be many hours where freight trains are standing on tracks. 

The basic vision for Traffic Management is to reach a high, smart and flexible automation and 

cooperation levels for its long or short term simulation, planning, forecasting and coordination 

processes (cross-company, cross country) in a way that allows to work with an integrated and rolling 

high-quality plan in near-real-time, based on automated information exchange (based on forecasting) 

between all involved planning partners, that were mentioned above.  

The basic vision will also include a highly digitalized tactical short-term planning with the relevant 

cost-efficient approach to address risks and opportunities. This means concretely that for example 

automated replanning functions give operator advices or can directly find the best solutions in terms 

of cost optimisation and customer needs satisfaction.  

The intention is to find the optimal solution for (re)planning requests inside of the margins given by 

timetables, rolling stock reserves, etc. 

The quality of the plan is increased by including all factors (like energy consumption) that are 

influencing the planning process into an integrated information basis, as described in Figure 2. 

Analytical processes, long-term planning, short-term deviation management and even near-real-time 

planning (like shunting, plan needed for automation) can be executed on the same high quality of 

data and (re)planning algorithms. The plan is shared between all production partners, open at 

European level, to allow dynamic automation and optimisation processes on all sides and to reduce 

coordination effort.  

Concerning the infrastructure capacities “connected” to the normal infrastructure capacity used for 

stabling and train runs (like marshalling yards, harbours, terminals, etc.) the System Pillar processes 

and architecture will offer standard interaction processes for planning and deviation management. 

The more this is used in the market this will increase the completeness and reliability of the planning 

and will optimize the capacity usage.  

For the planning processes of RU the System Pillar processes and architecture will offer standard 

interaction processes and interfaces too. This will increase the grade of automation of the interaction 

between RU and IM, shorten the duration of deviations, and improve the process to find replanning 

solutions. 
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Figure 2: Integrated rolling plan as high-quality information platform for all processes 

This means an “one integrated plan” (infrastructure, booking/planning, etc.) for 

• Very-short-to-long term booking/planning (precise planning or capacity 

reservation/structuring) 

• accessed by the same processes (consistent information transaction for all information) 

• for the different use cases (different departments/companies in different planning situation)  

The automated planning and re-planning interaction between RU, IM, marshalling yards, stations, 

depots, terminals, clients, logistic value chain, (etc.) allow to react to production deviations and 

(re)planning requests in a live and optimized way.  

Short-term offers to customer requests and rapid alerts for the customers in the case of deviations or 

traffic congestions get possible.  A high work-load reduction for the planning resources, the reduction 

of some percent of the consumption of all production resources and much shorter duration for offers 

to customers and the solution for deviation problems can be achieved, which leads to smaller 

deviation impacts (higher punctuality) and optimized capacity usage.  

 

The operational processes and the architecture shall support a market evolution that will happen in 

different areas in parallel (“TM Business2Business Evolution”, (“B2B”)): 
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Implementing this basic vision creates several additional side effects. Based on such high -quality 

information several control processes can become more precise or assisted by smart self-learning 

digital assistants. Communication-based driver advisory systems and Automatic Train Operation  

systems can be tuned to take the precise traffic flow prognosis in the area into account. 

Synchronisation of train paths and traffic flows are embedded in the automated national cross-

company/cross-country planning processes. The growing Business2Business traffic management 

network is the basis for the start of the SERA. 

 
Figure 3: More and more automated B2B planning network cross-company and cross-country 

A plan integrating all needed production factors and integrated communication with all planning 

partners is also the basis for a quantum-leap in the so called “conflict prognosis” and for the “ex-post 

analysis” for the optimisation of future planning processes. A precise conflict prognosis or ex-post 

analysis allows to detect problems earlier and understand them better, also for future avoidance.  

The integrated real-time communication and cooperation system allows to build a deviation 

management or feedback loops that are the basis for precise production interventions and a 

continuous improvement process. 

Although it is assumed to reach a much higher automation level, there will be a natural limit where 

automation can become counterproductive, depending on the technological evolution. It is 

important to analyse all automated CCS and TM/CM systems concerning the right level of 

automation and integration of human and system interactions, as well as there will be legal and 

commercial constraints that make human decision steps necessary. The architecture shall offer 

(system/user) interfaces to allow a high grade of automation in the future evolution - but the 

implementation steps need to follow a European optimal balance, building upon national input but 

being addressed at national level or if needed at European level, that needs to be analysed in the 

System Pillar. 

One Train Path 

IM 1 IM 2 IM 3Yard XRU 1Harbour RU 2 Terminal Z

Automated collaborative (re) planning

Standardized exchange of detailed operational state

Exchange of incidence events

Simplified, standardized 
and flexible entry point for 

the planning request

Standardised 
Transparency

Increasing automation of (re)planning processes of production partners 
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The need for a coordinating “organism” on European operational level needs to be analysed and 

discussed. The hypothesis is, that a business2business process of this size and complexity needs 

process coordination, and platform support. 

Extended TM vision: Multi-modal open capacity management platform 

The extended vision for TM planning is to implement large demand-and-satisfy intelligent interaction 

networks like this known from IoT or modern transport sharing applications, to achieve a high grade 

of Business2Business automation, real-time response to customer needs, maintainability, availability, 

performance, and cost reduction.  

 
Figure 4: Vision - Open capacity management network (not the target solution, indictive example for illustration) 

Every capacity offer (infrastructure, transport vehicles, production areas, …) is registered by its 

provider over “need to know” based platforms,  “need to know” visible/accessible and can be 

requested as needed. Intelligent (AI based) automated broker and (re)planning systems answer to 

capacity demands of any type (track usage, freight transport, multi-modal passenger transport) 

based on automated cross-company processes. 

The attractiveness of an open track/infrastructure capacity management platform does not only 

come from reduced local system and planning cost or faster, cheaper, and more precise (re)planning 

processes. As in all B2B applications over time two effects motivate capacity providers (IM, shunting 

yards, terminals, …) and track capacity users (RU, construction companies, …) to use the planning 

network / platform:  
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• Capacity providers – being MS owned 

entities – shall aim for 24 / 7 capacity, 

relying on alternative capacity providers 

or solutions; they shall simplify the 

access of a preferably high number of 

capacity users to their offer 

• Capacity users should be driving the 

ambition of the capacity targets, look for 

simplified access to a preferably large 

number of capacity providers; in fact, 

there should not be difference to them 

about the capacity provider used, unless 

different products are offered. 

• The more “multi-modal” the open capacity management platform is working, the higher the 

quality of the virtual transport offer will be and the lower the coordination effort for single 

providers. Multi-modal means in terms of the working scope of the System Pillar to offer 

interaction standards (processes, interfaces) for efficient collaborative planning and 

deviation management to other transport systems. 

The System Pillar can design the operational processes and architectural interfaces. The commercial 

implementation is - independent from this SP work - an evolution that will need, as all B2B concepts, 

the support by a formal framework and coordinating organizations. Participants will change their 

compatibility to such platforms over a long time and step by step. This process needs to be actively 

supported. Several commercial and legal aspects need to be managed. 

Another important aspect of the extended TM vision is the innovation of planning methods and 

paradigms.  Transport on spontaneous demand of the customer, flexible transport timing, or Kanban-

oriented (queued customers) transport management shall be possible. Even “standard schedules” 

are extended and changed by the same mechanism and are mixed with the other planning methods.  

Target picture for the Incident Management 

Operational Incident Management (like for emergency cases, accidents, system failures, etc.) must 

sometimes handle a high complexity of often unstructured information between several different 

subjects and  organisations (police, maintenance organisations, …). Information retrieval, field force 

coordination and the collaboration concerning the planning of interventions is sometimes 

overstraining the operation centres (which have to rely on local and national crisis rooms), especially 

when decision support for large incidents or international impacts is needed. 

The target picture of incidence management is based on a high grade of digitally automated 

communication that allows electronic workflow management with high performance and precision. 

The components of the target picture for incidence management are (depending on the severity of 

the incident, here for low severity): 

Open capacity management network
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Provider 
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• Automated pattern recognition detects in the digital operational state event patterns and starts 

an electronically managed workflow for the incidence management 

• An integrated coordination process in the operation centre is connected automatically to the 

management processes of the field force, external, or for example emergency organisations. 

• Incidence coordinators as assisted by smart self-learning digital assistants that help to reduce the 

complexity of the coordination process. 

• Replan of the available capacity. 

(Remark: The detailed process scope for the incident management standardization is an open point 

to be worked out in the system Pillar). 

5.2 Traffic Control and Supervision 

The basic vision for Traffic Control and Supervision (Traffic CS) is that this control layer offers a very 

precise interface for the traffic management (e.g. detailed speeds, train characteristics, progress of 

processes). This preciseness allows to optimize all movements in relation to each other (capacity, 

speed, energy consumption), to reduce train ahead times, dwelling times, delay times, and 

unproductive waiting times of maintenance teams or construction sites. The operational state 

includes detailed information about all actors and systems in the production. The communication to 

all actors is digitized and because of this automatable. 

The second aspect of the basic operational vision is to highly automate Traffic CS (still allowing 

manual control) for normal and most of the degraded production situations, based on a scalable 

physical architecture and in collaboration with the Traffic Management process. Technical and 

operational interoperability - as needed for the SERA - is based on a simple compatibility 

management that supports an economic migration and mixed generations. Executing an operational 

plan coming from Traffic Management processes in short intervals in real-time shall be automated in 

all aspects, based on cooperation rules and procedures. This includes movement permissions for 

normal train movements, shunting, joining, splitting or other manoeuvres (supported by automated 

coupling), as well as granting possessions for construction sites, track access for maintenance teams, 

warning processes, or the change of a point position that a maintenance team needs. The 

automation shall decrease effort and duration for operation and deployment, and increase reliability, 

safety, and precision/capacity.  

All track user (vehicles, or field forces: e.g., track workers, operational services in the field, etc.) 

requests, needed actions, permissions, or asset changes are requested to and planned via the Traffic 

Management process in an optimized and integrated way. They can also be requested by field force 

applications or TM terminals in or near the train (e.g., to initiate remote controlled train 

movements), to allow a completely automated process. Non-track-bound track users or mobile 

objects (like a locatable construction site boundary marking device, or a localized person) are 

seamlessly integrated into to the safety supervision process like normal trains to achieve a complete 

safety supervision. 
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The Traffic Control process implements a “safety assessment on run time” method to assure flexible 

and scalable configurations, flexible and efficient migrations (deployment and evolvability), line 

access by heterogenous train types with different capabilities, asset changes on run-time, different 

asset capabilities, and degraded modes with still available production capacity and automation. The 

method shall follow the approach to assess dynamically and in real-time the available reliable 

information about configuration, track usage and asset conditions before allowing any change of 

status, movement, or new track usage. Example: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

One important improvement/requirement inside of this dynamic safety assessment is to allow some 

automation in degraded modes (if still possible) and to change infrastructures (or intervene into the 

system) under production in a safe way. Instead of working in an “on/off/verify/on” way, the Traffic 

CS shall assess on the basis of its available operational state information (assets, trains, etc.) what 

automation in degraded modes (“rich degraded modes”, e.g. automatic command for sweeping a 

defect point by moving on sight) or what system intervention (e.g. diagnosis test run in an 

component under production) is still safe. This increases availability and efficiency. 

The safety, condition and availability supervision of the railway production is a continuous process 

for all types of track users (track-bound or non-track-bound) in the same way and includes static as 

well as configurable event pattern recognition for automatically triggering event-related mitigations 

or measures. All types of more and more available mobile, train-born, or fixed sensor information 

(also from outside of the CCS and TM/CM system) and data sources (like WIFI detection or mobile 

maintenance apps) are included dynamically into and combined in this supervision (like person 

counters for platforms or car detectors on crossings) to increase the reliability, robustness, 

availability, and precision of this supervision process.  
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Figure 5: Example: Dynamic safety assessment on runtime 
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Another important aspect of the improvement of the traffic control processes is the next evolution 

step for ETCS-based processes. The important next evolution step for ETCS is to tune the existing 

architecture to the performance and cost that it was designed for and like it is visible in some CBTC 

implementations (higher performance, less cost for trackside assets, simple deployment). This 

includes for example precise braking and speed regime, complete supervision in all normal situations 

(like for shunting), fast and simple border transitions, fast change of direction, all types of 

movements (like propelling of yellow fleet trains) or fast start of mission. The relevance of track 

occupancy information including safety margins shall be taken into account for optimizing track 

capacity. Traffic CS of today on mainline does not make the full use of the physical track capacity in 

this way. Diffuse operational states (e.g., track position of a starting train) are reported and control 

optimisations do not take train capabilities into account. 

This does not mean to significantly change the interoperability-related specifications for the air gap 

interface as defined in the TSI CCS. Here only some dedicated extensions will be needed in future for 

automation, higher performance, less migration effort, and more scalability (e.g., driverless ATO GoA 

4, support for enhanced onboard localisation, coexistence of ETCS system versions on a line (to a 

limited extend), supporting degraded modes on lines without trackside train detection, etc.).  

  

5.3 Train Control and Supervision 

Train CS (CCS onboard) for mainline traffic today has a low grade of automation and creates out of 

this higher operational cost and unnecessary capacity usage.  

Missing integration into the train and insufficient technology quality leads to a lack of information 

about the train, that reduces the precision for trackside planning and control processes. 

The operational vision for the Train CS (CCS onboard) contains fully automated (ATO) and 

interoperable (ETCS) train operations even for shunting or joining/splitting (digital automated 

coupling) processes. When train drivers are needed for the process, they are supported by assistance 

systems that support an optimal driving process concerning traffic flow and energy consumption. The 

train protection processes onboard are tuned in a way that allows the optimal use of the physical 

capacity without blocking capacity to early or too much.   

Figure 6: Comprehensive event pattern recognition for safety, availability, and asset conditions 
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5.4 Field forces processes and trackworker safety 

The productivity of field forces, especially track workers, and the effort for preparing, starting, and 

stopping operations on the track or influencing trackside assets shall be automated to shorten the 

duration of maintenance windows (reduce production impact) and to increase the safety. Persons, 

blocking devices or tagged obstacles on track shall be identified and protected automatically. 

Efficient and cheaper warning systems (with very low number of wrong alarms) allow a rapid set up 

and end warning areas with high reliability and safety. 

 

6 CONEMP Vision for CCS and TM/CM  

6.1 Reducing TCO of CCS and TM/CM(total cost of ownership) 

Besides of supporting lower energy consumption, resilience, and sustainability with the right choice 

of technology, control processes and materials the reduction of the total cost of ownership (TCO) for 

CCS and TM/CM is the primary target. 

Reducing TCO is directly driven by the customer perspective. It allows to generate lower transport 

prices or to afford more capacity or service. It is the primary factor for the railway system’s 

competitiveness and urgently needed for it’s the change towards SERA. Positive business cases are a 

strong prerequisite for the operational and technical change and for the fast deployment of ERTMS. 

The economic advantage needs to be significant for any type of innovation, otherwise the railway 

system will not evolve. The investments needed for multi-modal transport chains will only be 

affordable if the TCO are reduced to the needed level. 

The TCO are influenced by 

1. The number of needed assets for CCS and TM/CM (effects also energy consumption and 

disturbances) 

2. The grade of automation of processes in the life cycle (planning of infrastructures and 

vehicles, construction, configuration, maintenance, monitoring, updates, upgrades, add-ons, 

etc.) 

3. The architecture quality e.g. concerning the “intelligence” of the traffic management and 

traffic control that reduce the need for physical assets 

4. The development cost caused by heterogeneity, instability of requirements, and lack of 

specification quality 

5. The needed specialist skills for special systems 

6. The number of standby expert resources during the full lifecycle 

7. The missing forward and backward compatibility or modularity of assets causing early 

replacements/changes and preventing selective component replacements 

8. The integration cost for components increased by complex and diverse interface structures  
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9. Ineffective/inefficient safety assurance processes with a high amount of bureaucracy, control 

processes without impacts, missing modular homologation, and low maintainability of safety 

case documentation 

10. The marketing, training, procurement, and distribution cost caused by a high variety of 

systems (coming from heterogenous requirements) 

11. The unit prices for systems and their lifetime duration 

The CONEMP vision is to significantly reduce all these cost factors. The last factor – the unit price – 

may increase (smart automation) when the other factors are reduced. Since unit prices make only a 

very small part in the TCO in most cases, this automation effect is acceptable.  

6.2 Process design and requirements management on sector level 

The large business case of “reusability of nearly everything” is based on standardisation. 

Standardisation is based on harmonized requirements. To reach this goal, a large part of the 

requirements (change) management has to be done on sector level. Most of the requirements come 

from operational process design, which therefore needs also to be standardized in detail. 

Based on this, products, procurement documentation, education and know how, handbooks, 

rulebooks, integration methods, safety cases, test facilities, market services, etc. can be reused cross-

company and cross-country. This reduction of effort, the simplification and homogenisation of skill 

needs is not only reducing the TCO in every aspect – it also allows the change of market towards 

specialized services for certain process areas that can work with high efficiency and at large scale. 

Also, the development and innovation, which no longer has to implement individual solutions for 

every customer, can afford higher investments in system quality and automation which again 

reduces the TCO by automating many life cycle processes.  

Homogenous requirements lead in the end to homogenous systems, and this is the basis for simple 

and efficient upgradeability. Upgradeability means to keep all systems up-to-date, to reduce the cost 

of heterogeneity, to have access to more market products, and much higher security. Upgradeability 

and updateability is one of the very first important steps of the architecture and process 

optimisation, based on modularity, automated tool chains, support systems for continuous process 

changes, and simplified integration methods. 

This higher flexibility for extended CONEMP business models, which becomes possible with 

standardisation, is a potential which will be translated to new large-scale services and more market 

strength. Specialized component providers will be able to sell much higher volumes at lower price 

and better service. There will be RU and IM that decide to reduce their internal business scope to 

customer services and operating assets, while system services and the assets are mostly provided 

externally from the market (like it changed for data centres in the last 20 years). Other perhaps larger 

RU and IM may decide to take advantage of the standardisation to reduce the number of steps in the 

supply chain and the asset management process and integrate standard components inhouse for 

certain areas themselves. The market will decide, how the new potential is used. 
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6.3 Enhanced System Architecting and Integration processes for CCS and 

TM/CM 

The architecture of today is the result of many decades of small component-wise transformations 

and patching new systems into the overall architecture. The paradigm of the past was often to 

change as little as possible the architecture in every step (more stability, focus short-term cost). Out 

of this, today’s CCS and TM/CM architecture (especially for main-line railways in Europe) is a 

patchwork of old and newer philosophies and features, sometimes hard to handle, inflexible, difficult 

to integrate and expensive to migrate and replace. High architectural dependencies lead to the need 

for “large and complete” asset replacements, with high project risks, very large budgets in short time 

periods and imbalanced asset age structures as a long-term consequence. 

The patchwork of today includes several redundancies like between interlockings and RBC, between 

ATO and ETCS (ATP) related processes, or between interlockings, control systems and planning 

systems. Redundancies in control systems create additional effort in several life cycle processes 

concerning synchronisation, hazard management, additional interfaces, integration safety cases and 

functional compatibility.  

This complexity also influences the cost for safety assurance in the life cycle. Around 50% of the CCS 

and TM/CM functionality (including game changers) is safety relevant today and the safe 

functionality is distributed to several dependent systems with different life cycles, which leads to 

expensive safety integration work in every change step of an infrastructure or vehicle. 

The basic vision of an enhanced architecting and integration process is based on a simplified, and 

modular architecture that simplifies and decouples the architecting and integration processes 

including decoupling homologation/authorisation/life cycle processes for trackside systems, trains, 

and trackside assets. The number of systems and the functional size of the systems is reduced and 

the functional volume for safety assurance is reduced. All functional redundancies are eliminated, 

and architecting can focus on improving single components instead of handling large-architecture 

complexities and dependencies. Asset owners just chose from existing standard configurations and 

architectures.  

After the migration from legacy to the target system, the evolution inside of the target system 

architecture versions will – because of architecture qualities like the reduced dependency structure 

and higher modularity, layered architecture,  and smarter interfaces - allow an improved backwards 

compatibility,  scalable and modular implementations, and a change process with much lower 

impacts. 

Technology and asset life cycles of components are completely decoupled which reduces the overall 

complexity for the architecting, integration, and asset management processes. Every technology can 

be designed, managed, procured, installed, and configured in an isolated and independent industrial 

process for a whole infrastructure or fleet. Integration and system compatibility is just a matter of 

automated compliance testing which is in some cases only done on run-time. 
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6.4 The vision concerning skill management  

One of the todays largest hindering factors is the lack of available skilled resources for architecting, 

developing, integration and troubleshooting, as well as the high risk of losing the skill availability for 

older systems in the middle of the system life cycle. 

The vision concerning skill management is addressing the reduced amount of skill needs by using 

more standard IT technologies and the creation of isolated specialist areas per smaller CCS and 

TM/CM architecture zone, that is scoped, interfaced, and specified by a standard architecture. 

Smarter components and advisory system demand less knowledge from users, maintainers, planers, 

or integrators. 

Out of this the skill pool, training facilities and advisory systems can scale, and smaller specialization 

areas allow to enlarge the pool of available skills.  

 

6.5 Infrastructure asset management 

Traffic Management systems will be more and more cross-company integrated layer/solution with 

standard IT life cycle management, multi-service-oriented software structures and continuous 

development, deployment and integration (“DevOps”). Instead of large and company specific 

installations the market model changes in many areas to “Software as a service” (SaaS) and 

continuous service contracting. Complexity of system management is shifted from operators to 

specialized companies which are able to handle the system management. 

Traffic CS today is a very expensive system architecture with many ten-thousands of assets per 

railway. Changing assets or onboard components needs years of planning and manual individual 

handcrafting, very high skills on the user side and creates high cost, although only a half of the 

architecture is containing safety relevant functionality.  

The basic vision for the Traffic CS asset management processes is based on a system, that can 

operate every type of radio based ERTMS infrastructure and vehicle configuration mix with the best 

performance that is currently available with the available sensor and control configuration – even if it 

changes on run-time asset by asset. The amount of trackside CCS assets is reduced by more than 50% 

(in the long-term just radio antenna, a strongly reduced number of balises and train detection 

sensors, and controller for points and crossings). Trackside control and safety systems are centralized 

to reduce maintenance, cost, and to simplify upgrades/updates. Safety cases or signalling planning 

processes for new installations become simple, just - component compliance tests, plug the assets, 

and operate. Combined with an integrated and automated toolchain, upgradeable architectures in 

the trackside cheaper migration, and selective replacements lead to fast and efficient industrial 

deployments and low total cost of ownership.  

The ability to combine, mix and use all modern sensor technologies (scalability) even on the same 

line delivers a precise perception of the operational state and exact traffic flow. Combined with 
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precise and dynamic control algorithms the traffic flow is tuned to the physical capacity limit. 

Migration can make use of older system versions or very new versions (trackside and onboard) on 

the same line because the smart trackside control and safety logic can use on the basis of the 

currently available information mix and control features the optimal way of interaction and 

production. Trackside assets are replaced with completely independent lifecycles and safety cases, 

which eliminates a dependency for 80% of the asset capital. Map, topology, and asset information is 

acquired automatically over multiple channels (running trains, measurement trains, satellite pictures, 

drones, etc.) 

The extended vision for Traffic CS asset management is built on the idea of moving more and more to 

ICT-like system landscapes and asset management principles to reduce TCO, increase availability, and 

automate/simplify asset management processes. Expensive special safe hardware is replaced by safe 

software container technologies and virtualisation to reduce the cost for the software life cycle, 

increase the availability, and simplify upgrades or network wide deployments. Hardware extensions 

or replacements are simpler because of standard communication busses and a standardisation of 

software<>hardware interfaces, which also make the use of centralized clouds possible. 

Traffic CS is an architecture based on small or big data centres with central management, and 

decentral independent device life cycles with plug & play features and industrial replacements under 

production. Software and hardware components of an open market are freely combinable on run-

time. Reliable and redundant communication architectures based on freely combinable 

communication stacks (scalable) are used, to use any type of public or private carrier network or 

combination, inside of the constraints of interoperability. System construction and maintenance is 

supported by smart, automated, and learning management systems. Scalable market services for 

“Software as a Service” (SaaS), or “Traffic control interface as a service” become possible. 

Overall, the TCO are reduced by independent life cycle optimisation, the specialisation and scale of 

asset management services, and by automation. 

6.6 Asset management for the Train Control and supervision systems 

Achieving interoperability for onboard systems today means large efforts in development, 

verification and authorisation, as well as national or even local specific features, compliance, tests 

and procedures or product versions are still needed. The CCS onboard is too expensive during its 

lifecycle for radio based ERTMS. High authorisation and integration cost, too many different 

requirements sets, and the missing modularity/upgradeability leads to unsound investments and 

high total cost of ownership.  

The change to ICT-like asset management principles is in general the same as for infrastructure asset 

management. TCO reduction happens because of a fundamental change of the dependency 

structures, standard architectures and technologies, by the automation of life cycle processes and by 

the simplification of the architecture. 

The basic CONEMP vision for Train CS is based on cheap, modular (interchangeable between 

suppliers, level of granularity to be defined in the System Pillar design process), upgradeable and 
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precise radio based ERTMS/CM technologies, ATO GoA4/C-DAS, high bandwidth radio, automated 

joining/splitting (virtual coupling), and continuous high precision localisation. The CCS onboard 

delivers all needed information about the train and can control all functions needed for automatic 

train operations, automated shunting under full supervision, and remote train control for example 

for stabling trains. 

The extended vision includes a higher maintainability with onboard platforms for different software 

products, that can be upgraded remotely, to ensure the train behaviour is always “state of the art” 

and with a high security protection. The onboard ICT provides all needed information for the driver 

to avoid special training for knowledge about routes or special procedures (e.g., when entering a 

shunting yard or using a terminal). 

6.7 Simplified asset configuration management 

To reduce software effort (avoiding translating functionality), configuration effort and to simplify 

interfaces between CCS and TMS/CM systems the exchanged information about network-wide 

configurations (like the track topology or addresses of communication services) shall be standardized 

and the data acquisition and deployment shall follow a centralized approach to avoid redundant data 

creation or manual data transport. Configuration data shall be openly available for infrastructure and 

vehicle systems, or partly also for public data services. 

6.8 Integrated diagnostic systems 

To reduce the duration of troubleshooting and recovery processes the CCS and TMS/CM architecture 

shall introduce standard diagnostic features for every CCS and TMS/CM system which allow a 

centralized and fast diagnosis of root causes, an automated monitoring of the asset conditions and 

analytical functions for supporting continuous improvements process to foresee and avoid 

disturbances. Diagnostic information shall be shared between involved participants in the 

maintenance and asset life cycle process. 

6.9 Enhanced security management processes 

The implementation of state-of-the-art security management processes is based on an architecture 

with multiple protections layers, enhanced authentication and authorisation methods, continuous 

monitoring of attacks or insufficient protection levels, a continuous improvement process and 

“security by design”. Security by design means to integrate multiple protection mechanisms in every 

software or hardware function as well as every data item that can be attacked with relevant 

consequences. 

6.10 Enhanced safety assurance process 

As described in 6.3 the enhancement and simplification of the safety assurance process plays a key 

role as a catalyst for the evolution and innovation of CCS. It is a big lifecycle cost driver and THE 

development obstacle today that hinders CCS to make use of all modern technologies “cross-sector”. 

In the vision for CCS this situation changes: 
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• Because of a high architecture quality safe integration of components to a whole safe 

application is just done by a centralized (online) compliance test (certificate), that is done 

once (strategy “modular safety”). 

• The quality of validation/testing and practical risk assessment for components and “system 

of systems” reaches a quality level, that allows to simplify bureaucratic development 

processes of today  

• Independent/redundant/stable safety monitoring systems and actor advisory systems allow 

a more dynamic change of systems and diversity of configurations and support a continuous 

improvement process.  

Note: The role of ‘safety related activities’ within existing TM/CM systems and the role of these 

systems in further automation need further consideration. Also, the safety relevant impacts of higher 

grades of system automation need to be analyzed. This will be considered in the next phases of the 

System Pillar. 
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